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Political economists say that capital sets towards the most pro"table
trades, and that it rapidly leaves the less pro"table non-paying trades. But
in ordinary countries this is a slow process.2 In England, however,
2 capital runs as surely and instantly where it is most wanted, and where
there is most to be made of it, as water runs to "nd its level.
Bagehot (1873), as quoted by Levine (1997, p. 695)
1. Introduction
A fundamental job of the economy is to allocate capital e$ciently. To achieve
this, capital is supposed to be invested in the sectors that are expected to have
high returns and be withdrawn from sectors with poor prospects.
For a long time and for many reasons, economists have suspected that formal
"nancial markets and associated institutions improve the capital allocation
process and thus contribute to economic growth. One popular theory is that
e$cient secondary market prices help investors distinguish good investments
from bad ones through a mechanism like Tobin’s Q. Another is that lenders and
intermediaries screen out bad projects (Bagehot, 1873; Schumpeter, 1912; Dia-
mond, 1984; Boyd and Prescott, 1986). Agency theories argue that pressures
from external investors, as well as managerial ownership, encourage managers
to pursue value-maximizing investment policies (Jensen, 1986); in turn, e!ective
laws against misuse of minority investors’ funds determine the supply of "nance
to good projects (La Porta et al., 1997).
Despite this body of theory, there is little direct evidence on whether and how
"nancial markets improve the allocation of capital. This paper takes a step
toward "lling the gap. The basic data set is a 65-country, 28-industry, 33-year
panel of gross capital formation (investment) and value added (sales minus cost
of intermediate goods). The main "nding is that developed "nancial markets, as
measured by the size of the domestic stock and credit markets relative to GDP,
are associated with a better allocation of capital. Financially developed coun-
tries increase investment more in their growing industries and decrease invest-
ment more in their declining industries. Thus, although "nancially developed
countries might not invest at a higher level (Carlin and Mayer, 1998; Beck et al.,
2000), they do seem to allocate their investment better.
For example, the elasticity of industry investment to value added is several
times higher in Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the U.S. than in
"nancially undeveloped countries such as Bangladesh, India, Panama,
and Turkey. Relative to countries with large "nancial markets, other countries
both overinvest in their declining industries and underinvest in their growing
industries. Since value added growth is reliably positively correlated with
Tobin’s Q (which, unfortunately, cannot be constructed for a wide range of
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countries and industries), this result suggests that "nancial development helps
a country take better advantage of its investment opportunities. Thus, "nancial
markets and institutions do more than just provide a sideshow to the real
economy; they perform a fundamental allocative function. And although "nan-
cial market variables are not able to explain all of the cross-country variation in
the quality of capital allocation, they are able to explain a substantial propor-
tion.
I "nd evidence that capital allocation is improved through at least three
mechanisms. First, countries with stock markets that impound more "rm-
speci"c information into individual stock prices } those that have less stock
price ‘synchronicitya as measured by Morck et al. (2000) } exhibit a better
allocation of capital. This is consistent with the suggestion that larger markets
have more informative prices (perhaps due to more e!ective arbitrage facilitated
by liquidity and low transaction costs) which help investors and managers
distinguish between good and bad investments through more accurate measures
of Q.
Second, capital allocation improves as state ownership declines. Countries
with extensive state ownership do not increase investment much in growing
industries and do not decrease it much in declining industries. This is not
surprising since, in state-owned "rms, resource allocation is likely to be guided
less by value-maximization than by political motives; moreover, soft budget
constraints and poor monitoring give managers in state-owned "rms few incen-
tives for e$ciency. The evidence here supports Shleifer’s (1998, p. 144) view that
‘elimination of politically motivated resource allocation has unquestionably
been the principal bene"t of privatization around the world.a
Third, strong minority investor rights, as measured by La Porta et al. (1998),
are associated with better capital allocation. The allocational bene"t of investor
rights seems to come through limiting overinvestment in declining industries
rather than through improving the supply of "nance to growing industries. This
result can be explained by Jensen’s (1986) free cash #ow theory in that cash
generated from operations is being ine$ciently reinvested in declining indus-
tries, particularly in countries where minority investors are not in a position to
object.
This paper complements an emerging literature that studies the relationship
between "nance and economic growth. At the country level, King and Levine
(1993), Levine (1998), Levine and Zervos (1998), and Beck et al. (2000) make an
empirical case that "nancial development causes growth. At the industry level,
Rajan and Zingales (1998) show that the same industries that rely on external
"nancing in the US } arguably, industries with a technological need for external
"nance, perhaps to reach an e$cient scale } grow faster in "nancially developed
countries. At the U.S. state level, Jayaratne and Strahan (1996) "nd that
economic growth increases in states that relax intrastate bank branching restric-
tions. At the "rm level, Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic (1998) use a "nancial
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planning model to estimate sustainable growth rates in the absence of external
"nance and "nd that "rms in "nancially developed countries are able to grow
faster than this benchmark.
Is better capital allocation a reason why "nancial development is associated
with economic growth? Several authors have suggested this, including Gold-
smith (1969), McKinnon (1973), Shaw (1973), and Greenwood and Jovanovic
(1990). This suggestion is supported by some empirical evidence, both anecdotal
and systematic. Bagehot (1873) cites better capital allocation as a primary
reason for England’s comparatively fast growth in the mid-to-late 19th century.
Jayaratne and Strahan provide evidence that their U.S. state-level results re#ect
improvements in the quality of banks’ loan portfolios, i.e., improvements in the
allocation of their capital. Also, in their cross-country study, Beck et al. infer
that the link between "nance and growth is improved allocational e$ciency, as
suggested by the fact that "nancial development (speci"cally, the banking sector)
is robustly associated not with higher capital accumulation but rather with
higher productivity growth, which is how an improvement in capital allocation
is expressed in their growth accounting framework.
The results of this paper do not support the rationale for securities transac-
tions taxes given by Keynes (1936) and Summers and Summers (1989); Schwert
and Seguin (1993) survey this literature. Advocates of securities transaction
taxes typically argue that such taxes would throw enough ‘sand into the gearsa
to remove some of the purely speculative interests from "nancial markets and
leave the real, allocative interests to work unfettered. The results here, however,
suggest that less sand is always better. The most liquid "nancial markets in the
world are also the ones that allocate capital most e$ciently.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses data and methodology.
Section 3 estimates the e$ciency of capital allocation for 65 countries and
uncovers some "nancial determinants of these estimates. Section 4 concludes.
2. Data and methodology
Because I am interested in comparing the e$ciency of capital allocation
across a broad range of "nancial systems, the availability of comparable interna-
tional data is a signi"cant constraint. In this section I "rst describe the data and
methodology that will be used to calculate country-speci"c estimates of the
e$ciency of capital allocation and then the "nancial system data that will be
used to explore the determinants of these estimates.
2.1. International manufacturing industry statistics
I use the United Nations’ General Industrial Statistics panel (the INDSTAT-3
CD-ROM) as a source of basic manufacturing statistics. It reports gross "xed
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1Raw data on capital formation and value added are adjusted to current U.S. dollars using the
year-average exchange rate reported by the IMF’s International Financial Statistics. To convert into
real dollars, capital formation is de#ated by the U.S. capital goods producer price index and value
added is de#ated by the U.S. "nished goods PPI (base year 1982 for both). This procedure implicitly
assumes purchasing power parity for capital goods and "nished goods. I also use price indexes for
capital goods and "nished goods from the Penn World Table 5.6 (Summers and Heston, 1991) to
adjust for deviations from PPP. This does not alter any main results, but reduces sample sizes
because price indexes are not available for all countries and years for which I have industry-level
data. My reported results are therefore based on the simpler adjustment.
capital formation, value added, and output for up to 28 three-digit ISIC
manufacturing industries (an international classi"cation standard that corres-
ponds approximately to two-digit SIC industries), in several dozen countries,
annually over the period 1963 to 1995. Value added is de"ned as the value of
shipments of goods produced (output) minus the cost of intermediate goods and
required services (but not including labor), with appropriate adjustments made
for inventories of "nished goods, work-in-progress, and raw materials. In other
words, this value added measure re#ects value added by labor as well as capital.
Gross "xed capital formation is de"ned as the cost of new and used "xed assets
minus the value of sales of used "xed assets, where "xed assets include land,
buildings, and machinery and equipment (United Nations Statistical O$ce,
1983). Note that mergers within an industry would not be counted as capital
formation, but mergers across industries would be counted as increased capital
in the acquirer’s industry and reduced capital in the acquired "rm’s industry.
This is desirable for our purpose.
To the CD-ROM data I added approximately 50 country-years of data that
are available in recent hard-copy G.I.S. volumes. Even after these additions,
most countries do not have complete data for all 28 industries and all 33 years.
A few countries do not report data for a very wide range of manufacturing
industries. For instance, Barbados, Libya, and Swaziland usually report on
fewer than ten industries per year. Cameroon and Malawi also report on fewer
than ten industries in a signi"cant number of years. This likely re#ects a combi-
nation of unsuitably aggregated statistics as collected by the country as well as
their real lack of industrial diversi"cation.
Table 1 reports summary statistics for total manufacturing investment, indus-
try log investment growth, and industry log value added growth.1 (Logs reduce
skewness.) I study the 65 nonsocialist countries that have at least 50 useful
industry-year observations and for which I can "nd some "nancial development
data (described below). To reduce the in#uence of outliers, I exclude observa-
tions for which the absolute value of either log investment growth or log value
added growth exceeds one (that is, an increase of more than 172% or a decrease
of more than 63%). Also, to focus on economically important industries,
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Table 1
Summary statistics of total manufacturing investment, industry investment growth, and industry
value added growth
Summary statistics for the total manufacturing investment-output ratio, log industry investment
growth, and log industry value added growth for 65 non-socialist countries. ISIC-3 industry-year
data on gross "xed capital formation, output, and value added are from the 1997 United Nations’
INDSTAT-3 database. Countries report nominal data for up to 28 ISIC-3 manufacturing industries
per year. The third column indicates the "rst and last years for which useful data are available, but
for some countries there are interruptions within this range. Values are converted to current U.S.
dollars using the year-average exchange rate reported by the IMF’s International Financial Statistics.
Real gross capital formation in industry i in country c in year t (I
ict
) is then computed by de#ating the
nominal series by the U.S. capital goods producer price index (base year 1982). Real value added
(V
ict
) and real output are computed by de#ating the nominal series by the U.S. "nished goods
producer price index (base year 1982). The mean manufacturing investment-output ratio is the ratio
of total manufacturing investment to total manufacturing output, averaged across years. Observa-
tions with absolute values exceeding one for either log investment growth or log value added growth,
and those that constitute less than 0.1% of the country’s total manufacturing value added in that
year, are excluded.
ln I
ict
/I
ict~1
ln<
ict
/<
ict~1
Country N
Data
range
Mean mfg.
investment}
output ratio Mean SD Mean SD
Australia 526 1963}85 0.043 !0.009 0.327 0.015 0.123
Austria 686 1969}94 0.059 0.041 0.316 0.042 0.162
Bangladesh 180 1981}92 0.033 0.051 0.479 0.066 0.302
Barbados 149 1970}94 0.040 !0.002 0.506 0.030 0.325
Belgium 510 1963}95 0.053 0.029 0.330 0.043 0.152
Bolivia 193 1970}94 0.069 0.109 0.487 0.083 0.273
Cameroon 87 1976}94 0.074 0.046 0.516 0.018 0.380
Canada 670 1963}90 0.044 0.034 0.311 0.031 0.111
Chile 500 1964}94 0.059 0.020 0.481 0.022 0.238
Colombia 598 1963}94 0.037 0.029 0.461 0.050 0.183
Cyprus 472 1971}95 0.056 0.006 0.444 0.067 0.203
Denmark 604 1963}91 0.044 0.044 0.359 0.040 0.152
Ecuador 579 1963}94 0.098 0.066 0.463 0.047 0.269
Egypt 434 1967}93 0.147 !0.038 0.520 0.032 0.356
El Salvador 117 1978}85 0.036 !0.049 0.516 !0.037 0.325
Ethiopia 179 1965}89 0.134 !0.031 0.530 0.053 0.183
Fiji 197 1970}92 0.050 !0.021 0.514 0.039 0.282
Finland 723 1963}94 0.062 0.021 0.401 0.039 0.176
France 325 1963}95 0.064 0.027 0.223 0.052 0.134
Germany 631 1964}92 0.048 0.040 0.216 0.040 0.132
Greece 629 1963}92 0.066 0.012 0.416 0.055 0.166
Guatemala 198 1974}88 0.027 !0.024 0.499 !0.006 0.330
Hong Kong 318 1975}93 0.036 0.045 0.421 0.042 0.181
India 413 1977}93 0.066 0.058 0.369 0.020 0.197
Indonesia 434 1970}95 0.085 0.036 0.454 0.140 0.296
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Table 1 (continued)
ln I
ict
/I
ict~1
ln<
ict
/<
ict~1
Country N
Data
range
Mean mfg.
investment}
output ratio Mean SD Mean SD
Iran 302 1963}93 0.073 !0.012 0.480 0.013 0.367
Ireland 550 1963}91 0.043 0.034 0.404 0.049 0.159
Israel 431 1963}94 0.053 0.065 0.404 0.049 0.170
Italy 522 1967}91 0.055 0.052 0.245 0.045 0.176
Japan 814 1963}93 0.047 0.054 0.276 0.080 0.140
Jordan 263 1974}94 0.362 0.010 0.400 0.080 0.287
Kenya 61 1967}71 0.085 0.054 0.491 0.122 0.152
Korea (South) 682 1966}94 0.092 0.116 0.425 0.148 0.188
Kuwait 290 1968}94 0.080 0.024 0.508 0.062 0.349
Libya 99 1964}80 0.365 0.065 0.450 0.060 0.333
Macao 145 1978}93 0.003 !0.020 0.539 0.093 0.300
Malawi 172 1964}94 0.069 !0.025 0.527 0.012 0.365
Malaysia 334 1968}94 0.064 0.159 0.402 0.150 0.192
Malta 390 1963}93 0.041 !0.027 0.485 0.062 0.226
Mexico 362 1970}91 0.043 0.053 0.428 0.041 0.229
Morocco 108 1985}94 0.060 0.094 0.405 0.078 0.163
Netherlands 616 1963}93 0.047 0.031 0.292 0.043 0.139
New Zealand 377 1963}90 0.043 0.013 0.388 0.038 0.153
Nigeria 161 1963}90 0.102 0.018 0.493 0.093 0.358
Norway 717 1963}92 0.053 0.035 0.379 0.025 0.156
Pakistan 176 1965}91 0.087 !0.032 0.438 0.078 0.283
Panama 333 1963}91 0.054 !0.018 0.504 0.041 0.215
Peru 201 1982}92 0.031 0.009 0.492 0.032 0.366
Philippines 527 1963}93 0.047 0.035 0.469 0.041 0.306
Portugal 557 1971}94 0.066 0.034 0.409 0.047 0.197
Singapore 642 1963}94 0.053 0.074 0.424 0.099 0.194
Spain 563 1964}92 0.039 0.041 0.329 0.046 0.159
Sri Lanka 126 1979}93 0.049 0.050 0.551 !0.021 0.341
Swaziland 53 1970}90 0.127 !0.013 0.517 0.012 0.329
Sweden 565 1963}87 0.062 0.010 0.297 0.031 0.139
Tanzania 220 1965}91 0.086 !0.049 0.479 0.042 0.314
Trinidad & Tobago 73 1967}91 0.044 !0.023 0.531 !0.004 0.282
Tunisia 387 1963}95 0.074 0.047 0.437 0.087 0.215
Turkey 596 1963}94 0.052 0.038 0.434 0.062 0.259
United Kingdom 620 1968}91 0.040 0.018 0.263 0.027 0.142
United States 868 1963}95 0.034 0.027 0.186 0.022 0.091
Uruguay 85 1989}93 0.027 !0.009 0.468 0.038 0.227
Venezuela 352 1976}93 0.065 !0.051 0.457 !0.029 0.273
Zambia 106 1963}75 0.070 !0.009 0.498 0.132 0.257
Zimbabwe 403 1963}94 0.052 0.019 0.456 0.027 0.197
Full Sample 25,201 1963}95 0.069 0.030 0.402 0.050 0.217
(equal-wtd.) (N-wtd.) (N-wtd.) (N-wtd.) (N-wtd.)
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I exclude those for which value added is less than 0.1% of the country’s total
manufacturing value added in that year. Including these small industries does
not alter any results. Together, these criteria eliminate about 12% of the
otherwise available observations.
Table 1 summarizes the basic manufacturing statistics data for each country.
Across countries, the average ratio of manufacturing investment to output is
6.9% and is usually under 10% except in certain oil-producing countries that
invested very heavily around the time of the oil shocks. In addition, industry
investment growth averages 3.0% and value added growth averages 5.0%
(weighted by the number of observations). The industry growth series are
naturally much more volatile than their aggregate counterparts. Industries in
the U.S. have been the most stable over this period, both in terms of investment
growth and value added growth.
2.2. Measuring the ezciency of capital allocation
The available capital formation series is not long enough to sum up to obtain
industry capital stock measures. This makes it di$cult to estimate a structural
investment equation based on production theory. Faced with this data con-
straint, I adopt a simple and transparent methodology. I assume that optimal
investment implies increasing investment in industries that are ‘growinga and
decreasing investment in industries that are ‘declining.a Since the sum of value
added across all "rms in the economy is GDP, and economic growth is typically
measured as growth in GDP, growth in industry value added is the most natural
way to measure industry growth. I use growth in industry gross "xed capital
formation to measure growth in investment, since depreciation is also not
available.
I estimate the following simple speci"cation for each country:
ln
I
ict
I
ict~1
"a
c
#g
c
ln
<
ict
<
ict~1
#e
ict
, (1)
where I is gross "xed capital formation, V is value added, i indexes manufactur-
ing industry, c indexes country, and t indexes year. The slope estimate in Eq. (1)
is an elasticity. It measures the extent to which country c increases investment in
its growing industries and decreases investment in its declining industries.
There are several remarks to make about this speci"cation. First, is there
a traditional way to think about the slope coe$cient? Hubbard (1998) discusses
a widely used model of "rm investment in which ‘capital adjustment costsa are
quadratic, and the response of investment to Q depends inversely on a multipli-
cative adjustment cost parameter. The intuition in that model is that investment
is more responsive to investment opportunities when adjustment costs are low.
By analogy, the country-speci"c slope coe$cients estimated from Eq. (1) re#ect
a general notion of capital adjustment costs. The fact that the slope coe$cients
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2To ensure that the industry-level aggregate is an accurate re#ection of broad industry condi-
tions, I include only industries in which at least 20 "rms are covered in WorldScope. In addition,
WorldScope reports at most ten years of data on any one "rm, and does not include inactive "rms, so
most of the observations are from 1986 or later.
3These correlations would surely be higher if the matching across data sets was more exact. In
practice, constructing industry-level aggregates from WorldScope requires one to group many highly
diversi"ed "rms along with single line of business "rms according to primary SIC, to force "rm "scal
years into calendar years even if the overlap is barely more than six months, and to make arbitrary
classi"cations where the SIC to ISIC correspondence is not one-to-one.
4Fitzgerald et al. (1979) summarize international di!erence in accounting practices. (Their survey
is now dated but appropriate for my sample period.) One di!erence is the tendency to record and
disclose segment-speci"c data. It is not clear whether the data transmitted to the United Nations
Statistical O$ce utilizes all available segment data, but it is certainly unlikely that such data will be
transmitted if it is not recorded in the "rm’s own "nancial statements. Fitzgerald et al. report that
‘sales for each class of diverse activitiesa is minority practice or rare in nearly all countries, as of
1979, with the exception of Canada, India, Pakistan, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
Another prominent di!erence is the practice of valuing assets at historical or current cost. This is less
signi"cant for our purposes since we are considering (growth in) the investment (#ow) variable,
which is essentially always current cost. (Excluding the few high-in#ation countries in the sample
does not alter any cross-country results.)
turn out to be very strongly related to "nancial development suggests capital
market frictions, as opposed to purely technological adjustment costs such as
the time and e!ort required to install a piece of equipment.
Second, given the premise that value added growth re#ects investment oppor-
tunities, it is important to verify that value added growth is correlated with more
traditional measures of investment opportunities. The WorldScope database
contains enough data on U.S. "rms to make a meaningful comparison, at least
for the U.S. series. I use primary SIC codes to group U.S. "rms in WorldScope by
ISIC industry, using the U.S. Department of Commerce (1979) SIC to ISIC
correspondence. I compute average values of average Q, the log price-earnings
ratio, and log sales growth across all U.S. "rms within that ISIC industry-year.2
The correlations between industry value added growth and Q, the price-
earnings ratio, and sales growth are 0.344, 0.513, and 0.614, respectively. All
three of these correlations are highly signi"cant. They suggest that value added
growth is a reasonable, if imperfect, measure of investment opportunities.3
Third, reverse causality might appear to be a concern in Eq. (1). Perhaps
investment causes a contemporaneous change in value added. Prior literature
has found, however, that "xed capital does not become productive until an
average of two years after the investment decision has been made; Mayer (1960)
and Hall (1977) provide U.S. evidence on gestation lags. For investment to
in#uence value added contemporaneously, "xed capital expenditures would
have to become productive immediately.
Fourth, international di!erences in data quality and reporting standards can
a!ect the comparability of the data.4 Two aspects of my methodology tend to
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counteract the potential in#uence of di!erences in accounting practices. First,
using value added and investment aggregated to industry levels smoothes
cross-"rm di!erences in reporting procedures. Second, using growth rates allows
cross-country comparability even if some countries adopt di!erent accounting
de"nitions of the underlying economic quantity, so long as those de"nitions are
consistent over time. Nevertheless, potentially heterogeneous data quality goes
with the territory of cross-country analysis, and this study is no exception. One
reassuring calculation in Section 3 indicates that the cross-country di!erences in
the elasticity estimates from Eq. (1) are simply too large to be attributed to
international di!erences in measurement error and the resulting attenuation
biases.
Fifth, "rms in some countries can be di!erentially "nancially constrained,
which could show up as a higher sensitivity of investment to current cash #ow
by the logic of Fazzari et al. (1988). This could be a problem if value added
growth measures internal cash #ow more than investment opportunities. How-
ever, the pattern of elasticity estimates across countries is inconsistent with this
interpretation. One would need to explain why "rms in Germany and the U.S.
(which have comparatively high elasticity estimates) are more "nancially con-
strained than "rms in India and Indonesia, for example. Only the reverse pattern
is plausible.
Sixth, one might suggest modi"cations to the form of Eq. (1). I arrived at this
simple speci"cation after estimating more elaborate ones which give similar
results. For instance, industry e!ects are not usually jointly signi"cant, so
including 28 of them is not worth the degrees of freedom lost in countries with
few observations. Nor does including lags of value added growth change the
basic results. Coe$cients on contemporaneous value added growth tend to be
three times higher than coe$cients on one-year-lagged value added growth.
Another bene"t is expositional: excluding these lags allows us to focus on
a single coe$cient for cross-country comparisons.
Seventh, the speci"cation does not include year e!ects. The slope coe$cient in
Eq. (1) credits the country both for investing in the right industries at a given
point in time and for marshaling higher overall investment when overall growth
is high. These two dimensions are analogous to the two problems facing a fund
manager: portfolio selection (with a given amount of investment at a point in
time) and market timing (varying the total invested across time). Obviously,
both dimensions are required for a complete understanding of capital allocation.
In Section 3, I decompose these basic elasticity estimates into within-year and
between-year components. I also discuss the results of allowing asymmetry in
the elasticity, which addresses whether a high sensitivity of investment growth to
value added growth re#ects increased investment in growing industries, de-
creased investment in declining industries, or both. These exercises are impor-
tant for determining the robustness of the results and also for understanding
their sources.
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My approach to measuring the e$ciency of investment is quite di!erent than
that taken by a small prior literature. A few papers study capital allocation in
a single developing country, with an eye toward assessing changes over time.
Gupta and Lensink (1996) summarize studies by Cho (1988) for Korea and
Capoglu (1980) for Turkey. Their methodology is to estimate the variance of the
expected marginal returns to capital (in some cases, marginal costs of capital)
across industries and compare this variance before and after a "nancial deregu-
lation event. If the variance falls, they infer that the liberalization encouraged
#ows of capital to equate marginal returns across industries.
While this methodology has the appeal of being grounded in production
theory, its power in practice depends on accurately measuring the expected
marginal return to capital. Financial economists are acutely aware that how to
do this for a single "rm, let alone for an entire industry, set of industries, or set of
countries, is not uncontroversial. Another di$culty is the lack of data on
industry capital stocks. A third is the required inference that any reduction in
the dispersion of returns is actually due to improved capital allocation. Shifts in
industrial organization, product or factor market shocks, or other types of
economic liberalizations are likely to occur near "nancial liberalizations (Henry,
2000), but they must be ruled out. Finally, note that my methodology allows me
to judge allocative e$ciency from direct observation of investment #ows. I be-
lieve this is more transparent and far more convincing than inferring it from the
distribution of estimated shadow prices or shadow values of capital.
2.3. Financial system data
The ideal measure of "nancial development would be the all-in cost of capital
for a given investment project. Unfortunately, there are no reliable international
data on the cost of external capital. Lacking data on the price of "nance,
researchers use quantity as a summary indicator of "nancial development. The
presumption is that more "nancing activity re#ects a lower cost of capital and,
implicitly, a more competitive "nancial market with better institutions. I thus
follow Goldsmith (1969), King and Levine (1993), La Porta et al. (1997), and
Rajan and Zingales (1998) in taking the size of a country’s equity and credit
markets relative to its GDP as a proxy for the general level of "nancial
development. (La Porta et al. measure the amount of purely external "nance in
stock markets by adjusting for ownership by insiders. Their measure and the
broader measure that I use are highly correlated.)
The aggregate market capitalization of international public equity markets is
tabulated in the International Finance Corporation’s Emerging Stock Markets
Factbook. Private domestic credit and non"nancial public credit are tabulated in
the International Financial Statistics Yearbook. I obtain nominal GDP from the
Penn World Tables, version 5.6 (Summers and Heston, 1991). I compute 1980,
1985, and 1990 values for the ratios of market capitalization to GDP and credit
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to GDP, then average these values to smooth out cyclical variations. (Equity
market data are not available for a wide range of countries before 1980.)
STK/GDP (stock market capitalization to GDP) and CRED/GDP (credit to
GDP) are logs of one plus these average values. A summary measure of "nancial
development, FD, is the log of one plus the average sum of stock market
capitalization and credit to GDP.
These variables are summarized in the Appendix. FD is lowest in Zambia,
which had no stock market during this period, and highest in Japan, which had
an extensive credit market. In the typical country in the sample, the credit
market is two to three times the size of the stock market. These "gures and the
international ranges are similar to those reported by prior authors for smaller
sets of countries. The Appendix also reports the 1960 value of per capita GDP;
the date is chosen to minimize the potential for endogeneity when this variable is
used as a control in cross-country regressions.
After comparing these basic levels of "nancial development to the estimates of
the e$ciency of capital allocation, I look at more speci"c potential determinants
suggested by various theories. I use stock price ‘synchronicitya data from
Morck et al. (2000). They measure the synchronicity of stock prices (i.e., the
extent to which stock returns on individual "rms move together) in a few dozen
stock markets in 1995. I use the data they report on the fraction of stocks that
move in the same direction in a given week in the "rst half of 1995 (their sample
period) as a country-speci"c measure of stock synchronicity, SYNCH. Among
countries with these data, the U.S. stock market exhibits the least synchronicity,
with 57.9% of "rms’ stock prices moving in the same direction in a given week,
while Turkey at 74.4% and Malaysia at 75.4% exhibit the most synchronicity.
I also use data on the prevalence of state-owned enterprise from the World
Bank (1995). Speci"cally, I use the share of total nonagricultural GDP due to
state-owned enterprise. The earliest available data are from 1978. I take the
1978}1985 average for each country and call the resulting variable SOE. For
countries with no data before 1985, I take the 1986}1991 average. Among
countries with these data, the United Kingdom has the lowest proportion of
state-owned activity, at 1.3%, and Egypt has the highest, at 51.1%.
Finally, I use data on the legal rights of external investors from La Porta et al.
(1998). They tabulate how many out of six shareholder protections (e.g., proxy
voting by mail) are written into the commercial code of each country, and how
many out of four creditor protections (e.g., secured creditors are "rst in line for
distribution of bankruptcy proceeds) are written into its bankruptcy and reor-
ganization laws. To form a summary measure of the ‘e!ectivea legal rights,
RIGHTS, I multiply the number of these investor rights that exist in the law (0 to
10, integer) by La Porta et al.’s measure of the domestic ‘rule of lawa (0 to 1,
continuous). This re#ects an intuition that strong but unenforced laws are not
useful, nor is a policy of strict enforcement of fundamentally weak laws. Among
countries covered by La Porta et al., Mexico scores lowest at 0.54 out of 10.
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Colombia and Peru are next lowest. The United Kingdom scores highest at 7.71,
followed closely by Hong Kong and New Zealand.
3. Estimates and determinants of the e7ciency of capital allocation
In this section I "rst report country-speci"c estimates of the investment-value
added elasticity based on Eq. (1). I then show that "nancial market variables
explain some of the cross-country variation in this measure of the e$ciency of
capital allocation.
3.1. The ezciency of capital allocation in 65 countries
Table 2 reports the country elasticity estimates from Eq. (1). One notable and
reassuring feature is that all but two of them are estimated to be positive, and
even the two exceptions (Bolivia and Swaziland) are not signi"cantly negative.
A second feature is that the range of estimates, and the fraction of within-
country variation in investment growth explained by value added growth,
is very wide. The average country elasticity is 0.429 and the cross-country
standard deviation is 0.288. The highest elasticity estimate is Germany’s at
0.988. The next highest estimates are for Hong Kong, New Zealand, France,
Spain, Denmark, and Sweden. Japan is 9th highest, the United Kingdom
is 10th, and the U.S. is 13th. It strikes me as remarkable that the four most-
studied "nancial systems, despite considerable institutional di!erences, all fall
in the top quintile of the sample in terms of estimated e$ciency of capital
allocation.
The relationship "ts best in Germany, with an R2 of 0.364. In general the
countries with high elasticity estimates also have better "ts. By contrast, in
several developing countries the elasticity estimate is not signi"cantly positive,
and R2 is close to zero. In these countries, investment is not ramped up in
growing industries and is not slowed down in declining industries; factors
unrelated to current growth prospects must play a large role.
Since these are elasticities, cross-country di!erences in the magnitudes are
easy to interpret. For instance, consider a shock that causes value added growth
of 10%. Such a shock would not be unusual in any country, per Table 1. The
estimates in Table 2 imply that investment will increase by more than 7%, on
average, if the industry is in the U.S., but by only 1% if the industry is in India.
This di!erence appears believable and economically important.
As discussed earlier, one potential criticism of these results is the possibility
that data quality varies across countries due to di!erences in accounting
standards, causing attenuation biases. However, the di!erences in data quality
required to account for the range of estimates in Table 2 would have to be very
large. For example, suppose the true country elasticity is 0.800 (e.g., as estimated
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Table 2
Estimates of the elasticity of industry investment to value added
Estimates of the elasticity of industry investment to industry value added in 65 nonsocialist
countries. The estimates are obtained from the following regression, estimated for each country c:
ln
I
ict
I
ict~1
"a
c
#g
c
ln
<
ict
<
ict~1
#e
ict
,
where i indexes ISIC-3 manufacturing industries, c indexes countries, and t indexes years. The
number of observations in each country is reported in Table 1. Robust standard errors are in
parentheses.
Country g(
c
(se) R2 Rank of g(
c
Australia 0.681 (0.134) 0.065 14
Austria 0.835 (0.085) 0.182 8
Bangladesh 0.131 (0.120) 0.007 54
Barbados 0.072 (0.123) 0.002 60
Belgium 0.803 (0.098) 0.137 11
Bolivia !0.202 (0.128) 0.013 65
Cameroon 0.134 (0.149) 0.010 53
Canada 0.547 (0.115) 0.038 26
Chile 0.294 (0.100) 0.021 40
Colombia 0.130 (0.108) 0.006 55
Cyprus 0.421 (0.117) 0.037 30
Denmark 0.853 (0.123) 0.131 6
Ecuador 0.305 (0.071) 0.031 39
Egypt 0.326 (0.069) 0.050 36
El Salvador 0.262 (0.165) 0.027 46
Ethiopia 0.135 (0.247) 0.002 52
Fiji 0.154 (0.133) 0.007 51
Finland 0.557 (0.087) 0.059 25
France 0.893 (0.075) 0.289 4
Germany 0.988 (0.061) 0.364 1
Greece 0.635 (0.104) 0.064 20
Guatemala 0.633 (0.091) 0.176 21
Hong Kong 0.948 (0.132) 0.166 2
India 0.100 (0.097) 0.003 57
Indonesia 0.217 (0.077) 0.020 50
Iran 0.446 (0.067) 0.116 29
Ireland 0.666 (0.114) 0.069 15
Israel 0.263 (0.107) 0.012 45
Italy 0.652 (0.063) 0.220 16
Japan 0.819 (0.074) 0.174 9
Jordan 0.322 (0.096) 0.053 37
Kenya 0.068 (0.389) 0.000 61
Korea (South) 0.646 (0.089) 0.082 18
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Table 2 (continued)
Country g(
c
(se) R2 Rank of g(
c
Kuwait 0.047 (0.087) 0.001 63
Libya 0.387 (0.122) 0.082 31
Macao 0.237 (0.147) 0.017 32
Malawi 0.075 (0.115) 0.003 59
Malaysia 0.285 (0.118) 0.019 42
Malta 0.268 (0.102) 0.016 44
Mexico 0.344 (0.114) 0.034 34
Morocco 0.638 (0.227) 0.066 19
Netherlands 0.573 (0.093) 0.074 24
New Zealand 0.896 (0.130) 0.125 3
Nigeria 0.364 (0.106) 0.070 33
Norway 0.575 (0.093) 0.056 23
Pakistan 0.255 (0.130) 0.027 47
Panama 0.064 (0.125) 0.001 62
Peru 0.651 (0.081) 0.234 17
Philippines 0.313 (0.075) 0.042 38
Portugal 0.539 (0.097) 0.068 27
Singapore 0.486 (0.088) 0.049 28
Spain 0.867 (0.077) 0.175 5
Sri Lanka 0.273 (0.156) 0.029 43
Swaziland !0.069 (0.217) 0.002 64
Sweden 0.852 (0.083) 0.159 7
Tanzania 0.087 (0.102) 0.003 58
Trindad & Tobago 0.340 (0.250) 0.032 35
Tunisia 0.287 (0.116) 0.020 41
Turkey 0.242 (0.072) 0.021 48
United Kingdom 0.812 (0.092) 0.192 10
United States 0.723 (0.069) 0.126 13
Uruguay 0.218 (0.257) 0.011 49
Venezuela 0.593 (0.082) 0.125 22
Zambia 0.123 (0.182) 0.004 56
Zimbabwe 0.726 (0.116) 0.099 12
Mean 0.429 0.071 (Out of 65)
Median 0.344 0.042
SD 0.288 0.078
for Belgium) but the least-squares estimate is 0.200 (e.g., as estimated for
Indonesia). If white noise measurement error is to account for this di!erence, the
variance of the measurement error (the noise) in industry value added growth
must be a full three times the true variance of industry value added growth (the
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5This follows from the formula for asymptotic bias due to a badly measured independent variable:
plim c("cNA1#
p2
u
p2
x
HB,
where c( is the least-squares estimate, c is the true parameter, x"xH#u is the observed badly
measured variable, and u is white noise measurement error.
signal).5 Thus, while accounting standards undoubtedly di!er greatly across
countries, it seems unlikely that spherical measurement error is the driving force
behind the sizeable di!erences in the estimated e$ciency of capital allocation.
3.2. Capital market size and the quality of capital allocation
What explains these international di!erences in the elasticity of industry
investment to value added? As a "rst step, Fig. 1 plots the estimates from
Table 2 on the summary measure of "nancial development. Hong Kong and
Macao are not plotted due to missing data on the size of their credit markets,
but based on the size of their stock markets alone, we would expect Hong Kong
to plot near the upper-right extreme and Macao to plot at the lower-left
extreme. Although there are a few countries that do not "t the pattern, the "gure
reveals a strong positive association between the country elasticity estimates
and the general level of "nancial development. The correlation between the
country elasticities and the size of "nancial markets is 0.554. This is the central
result of the paper.
Table 3 explores this relation in more detail. I regress the country elasticity
estimates on alternative measures of "nancial development. Speci"cation (1)
shows that the summary "nancial development measure is strongly positively
associated with the country elasticity (t-statistic"5.28), as suggested in the
"gure. Speci"cations (2) and (3) show that the size of both stock markets and
credit markets are individually also associated with high investment-value
added elasticities. When both stock market size and credit market size are
included in the same speci"cation, as in (4), credit market size dominates.
Speci"cation (5) shows that per capita GDP is also strongly positively asso-
ciated with the country elasticities, partly re#ecting the correlation of "nancial
development and income but also suggesting non"nancial determinants of the
allocation of capital. However, a strong independent e!ect of "nancial develop-
ment remains even after controlling for GDP, as indicated by speci"cation (6).
It is possible that "nancial markets, particularly stock markets, capitalize the
expectation that a "rm’s future investment opportunities will or will not go
unfunded and that valuations are therefore higher in certain countries precisely
because they are better at allocating capital. In an attempt to isolate the
exogenous in#uence of "nancial development, speci"cations (8) and (9) use
country of legal origin (English, French, German, or Scandinavian) as an
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Fig. 1. The e$ciency of capital allocation versus "nancial development. The "gure plots country-
speci"c estimates of the elasticity of industry investment to value added for or 63 nonsocialist
countries with data on the size of both stock and debt markets. Elasticity estimates are produced
from regressions of the form
ln
I
ict
I
ict~1
"a
c
#g
c
ln
<
ict
<
ict~1
#e
ict
as reported in Table 2. Financial development is measured as the natural log of one plus the sum of
stock market capitalization to GDP and private and non"nancial public domestic credit to GDP
(where the sum is averaged over 1980, 1985, and 1990 values) as reported in the Appendix.
instrument for FD. La Porta et al. (1997) argue that the legal protections
provided to outside investors are an important determinant of "nancial devel-
opment. They also observe that these legal protections are determined to a large
extent by the colonial history of the country. Country of legal origin therefore
makes a plausible instrument for "nancial development. Levine (1997) also uses
this instrument to study the e!ects of "nancial development on economic
growth.
Speci"cation (8) shows that the component of FD predetermined by legal
origin actually has a larger impact on the investment-value added elasticity than
suggested in the analogous ordinary least-squares speci"cation. This does not
support the endogeneity hypothesis o!ered above. Instead, the independent
e!ect of "nancial development over per capita GDP suggests that the basic
relation re#ects, at least in part, the in#uence of purely "nancial characteristics.
Finally, it is important to note that the "nancial market variables explain
a signi"cant portion of the variation in capital allocation quality across
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countries. While there remains much unexplained variation, as is clear from
Fig. 1, the results strongly suggest that "nancial market characteristics are
"rst-order determinants of the quality of capital allocation.
In unreported regressions, I "nd no signi"cant positive relationship
between the average manufacturing investment level (as measured by the
investment}output ratio reported in Table 1) and "nancial development.
A similar result is reported by Carlin and Mayer (1998) and Beck et al.
(2000).
Given that the total level of manufacturing investment does not vary
much according to the degree of "nancial development, the results in
Table 3 imply that "nancially undeveloped countries either ‘underinvesta in
growing industries or ‘overinvesta in declining industries or both. Which
is it? Table 4 explores these issues. The dependent variable in speci"cations
(1)}(3) is the country-speci"c investment to value added elasticity estimated
using just the observations in which industry value added was growing (15,898
out of 25,201 industry-year observations or 63%). Speci"cations (4)}(6) analyze
the elasticity using just the observations in which the industry was in decline
(37%).
The results indicate that "nancial development is associated both with in-
creasing investment in growing industries and with decreasing investment in
declining industries. Interestingly, speci"cation (6) shows that the level of in-
come is not a signi"cant determinant of the extent to which declining industries
restrain investment, but "nancial development is. This hints at a governance role
for external "nance, a hypothesis supported by evidence presented later on the
importance of investor rights.
Speci"cations (7)}(12) analyze the between-year and within-year components
of the elasticity estimates. The between-year elasticity addresses whether manu-
facturing-sector-wide investment growth responds to manufacturing-sector-
wide value added growth. It is estimated by regressing the average investment
growth across industries in a given year on the average value-added growth
across industries in that year. Thus, there are at most 33 observations in a given
country for this regression (one per year). The within-year elasticity is the year
"xed-e!ects estimator, i.e., Eq. (1) including year dummies. It addresses whether
investment growth across industries is related to value added growth within
a given year.
The results indicate that "nancial development is signi"cantly positively
related to both within-year and between-year aspects of capital allocation. Also,
both of these sources of variation in value added growth are important to the
overall variation; the mean within-year estimate is 0.239, the mean between-year
estimate is 0.766, and the mean overall estimate (from Table 2) is 0.429. The
overall estimate is a weighted average of the within-year and between-year
estimates, with the weight depending on which dimension of variation domin-
ates the overall variation. For the average country, a proportion of 0.543 of the
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. The average m is .543.
overall estimate is due to the between-year estimate with the remainder coming
from the within-year estimate.6
The decomposition of elasticity into its within-year and between-year compo-
nents also points to a di!erence between the role of credit markets and stock
markets. Credit markets appear to be more important for between-year alloca-
tion, while stock markets appear to be more important for within-year alloca-
tion. Why this should be the case is not obvious. Perhaps the signaling function
of stock prices is especially useful for distinguishing between "rms at a given
point in time.
3.3. Mechanisms by which xnancial markets improve capital allocation
How do "nancial markets improve the allocation of capital? The theories
outlined earlier point to channels that emphasize how "nancial markets facilit-
ate the identi"cation of good investments as well as the incentives to pursue
them. In this subsection I attempt to give a broad evaluation of some of these
ideas. The results must be viewed with some caution because, due to data
availability, the number of countries in the sample is sometimes less than two
dozen. But it is reassuring that they are generally in line with theoretical
predictions.
The most frequently cited social function of stock prices is to provide public
signals of investment opportunities. If stock prices are uninformative they will
not be useful for this purpose. Morck et al. (2000) argue that their synchronicity
measure is inversely related to the amount of "rm-speci"c information im-
pounded into stock prices, with more "rm-speci"c information being associated
with less synchronicity. Speci"cation (1) of Table 5 shows that SYNCH is indeed
strongly negatively associated with the basic capital allocation measure. The
magnitude of this e!ect is large: a one standard deviation increase in SYNCH is
associated with a 0.137 decrease in the elasticity estimate, about half of one
standard deviation. This provides some evidence that stock market prices are
useful guides to investment and not entirely an economic sideshow.
Another way "nancial markets can improve capital allocation is by associ-
ation with institutions that provide managers with good incentives. Even if it is
clear which investments ought to be undertaken to maximize value, managers
can choose not to pursue them. Two factors that are relevant here are state
ownership and the legal rights of minority investors. State-owned "rms often
have political considerations, not e$ciency, as the primary determinant of
allocation policy. Similarly, if legal protections of minority investors are
inadequate, corporate insiders are free to invest in ways that do not maximize
value.
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Both of these variables, RIGHTS and SOE, are associated with capital alloca-
tion in the expected direction, as indicated by speci"cations (2) and (3) in Table
5. According to these estimates, the in#uence of a one standard deviation change
in these variables is roughly comparable to a similar-size change in SYNCH.
When these three variables are considered jointly and also with "nancial
development and per capita GDP, their individual e!ects tend to diminish,
though the negative e!ect of synchronicity remains statistically signi"cant.
These results are reported in speci"cations (4)}(6). Unfortunately, due to data
availability, these regressions include only a third of the full sample, so it could
be misleading to conclude too much from them. The strongest statement to
make here is that each variable is signi"cantly correlated with the measured
e$ciency of capital allocation in the direction of theoretical priors.
The last two speci"cations in Table 5 address whether some countries are
particularly e!ective at increasing investment in growing industries and/or
keeping investment out of declining industries. Jensen’s (1986) free cash #ow
theory, which emphasizes the potential for overinvestment in declining indus-
tries, seems particularly relevant here. To shed light on this issue, I consider the
diwerence between the elasticity estimated from declining observations and that
estimated from growing observations. It is indeed the case that investor rights
are associated with a di!erential ability to keep investment from declining
industries. This could re#ect the greater ability of minority investors to exert
pressure to invest e$ciently in countries where their rights are protected,
pressure that limits the ine$cient reinvestment of free cash #ow.
Taken as a whole, the results in Table 5 validate some important but
heretofore untested intuitions about how "nancial markets improve the alloca-
tion of capital. While the results are subject to the usual quali"cations inherent
in cross-country analysis, such as small sample size and coarse data and
de"nitions, they are consistent with several widely-held priors. One way to
improve on these cross-country results might be to examine within-country
changes in the allocation of capital over time, such as before and after a privati-
zation wave or stock exchange opening. However, it is di$cult to imagine
within-country variation in "nancial development that would approach the
enormous cross-country variation studied here.
4. Conclusions
This paper explores international di!erences in the e$ciency of capital alloca-
tion and "nds that "nancial market variables help to explain these di!erences.
Relative to countries with small "nancial markets, "nancially developed coun-
tries boost investment more in their growing industries and cut it more in their
declining industries. Thus, this paper identi"es a speci"c mechanism by which
"nancial markets improve the real economy.
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The results also shed light on some of the channels through which "nancial
markets improve capital allocation. Stock markets, particularly those that
exhibit a high proportion of "rm-speci"c price movements, appear to provide
useful public signals of investment opportunities; state-owned "rms do not
allocate capital e$ciently; and minority investor rights appear to curb overin-
vestment in declining industries, consistent with Jensen’s (1986) free cash #ow
theory. In sum, "nancial markets and associated institutions improve the
allocation of capital through several channels. Which ones are most important,
and whether capital allocation can be improved by competition or policy, are
important and unanswered questions.
Appendix A. Summary statistics of 5nancial development
Summary statistics of measures of "nancial development for 65 non-socialist
countries. Financial development is computed as the sum of stock market
capitalization to GDP and private and non"nancial public domestic credit to
GDP. (The components are averaged over 1980, 1985, and 1990 values, or as
available.) The capitalization of stock markets is from the International Finance
Corporation’s Emerging Stock Markets Factbook, and domestic credit is from the
International Financial Statistics Yearbook. The size of the credit market is the
sum of lines 32c and 32d (claims on the private sector and claims on the
non"nancial public sector; these are items in the ‘Domestic Monetary Surveya
category) and lines 52c and 52d as available (items in the ‘Financial Surveya
category), or 42c and 42d (items in the ‘Other Financial Institutionsa category)
where 52c and 52d are not available. GDP is the 1960 value of per capita GDP,
in thousands of 1960 dollars, from the Penn World Tables version 5.6 (Summers
and Heston, 1991).
Financial
development,
1980}1990
Stock market
cap. to GDP,
1980}1990
Credit claims to
GDP, 1980}1990
Per capita
GDP, 1960
($000)
Country
[FD
c"ln(1#.)]
[S„K/GDP
c"ln(1#.)]
[CRED/GDP
c"ln(1#.)]
[GDP
c"ln(.)]
Australia 0.80 0.36 0.44 7.75
Austria 0.86 0.09 0.77 5.14
Bangladesh 0.21 0.01 0.20 0.94
Barbados 0.45 0.06 0.39 2.64
Belgium 0.55 0.23 0.32 5.47
Bolivia 0.17 0.00 0.17 1.13
Cameroon 0.31 0.00 0.31 0.63
Canada 1.23 0.43 0.80 7.24
Chile 0.85 0.31 0.54 2.90
Colombia 0.33 0.03 0.30 1.69
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Appendix (continued)
Financial
development,
1980}1990
Stock market
cap. to GDP,
1980}1990
Credit claims to
GDP, 1980}1990
Per capita
GDP, 1960
($000)
Country
[FD
c"ln(1#.)]
[S„K/GDP
c"ln(1#.)]
[CRED/GDP
c"ln(1#.)]
[GDP
c"ln(.)]
Cyprus 0.91 0.14 0.77 2.08
Denmark 0.72 0.21 0.51 6.73
Ecuador 0.24 0.03 0.21 1.46
Egypt 0.72 0.04 0.68 0.80
El Salvador 0.31 0.00 0.31 1.43
Ethiopia 0.24 0.00 0.24 0.26
Fiji 0.29 0.00 0.29 2.11
Finland 0.81 0.11 0.70 5.28
France 1.06 0.17 0.89 5.82
Germany 1.22 0.21 1.01 6.57
Greece 0.67 0.11 0.56 2.09
Guatemala 0.17 0.00 0.17 1.66
Hong Kong ) 1.21 ) 2.23
India 0.36 0.08 0.28 0.77
Indonesia 0.28 0.03 0.25 0.64
Iran 0.79 0.04 0.75 2.99
Ireland 1.42 0.72 0.70 3.30
Israel 0.71 0.23 0.48 3.45
Italy 0.69 0.11 0.58 4.58
Japan 2.67 0.67 2.00 2.94
Jordan 1.19 0.46 0.73 1.16
Kenya 0.34 0.02 0.32 0.65
Korea (South) 0.98 0.20 0.78 0.90
Kuwait 1.20 0.49 0.71 )
Libya 0.20 0.00 0.20 )
Macao ) 0.00 ) )
Malawi 0.17 0.00 0.17 0.38
Malaysia 1.44 0.72 0.72 1.41
Malta 0.58 0.00 0.58 1.38
Mexico 0.29 0.07 0.22 2.83
Morocco 0.34 0.03 0.31 0.83
Netherlands 1.56 0.39 1.17 6.09
New Zealand 0.79 0.30 0.49 7.95
Nigeria 0.16 0.03 0.13 0.56
Norway 1.11 0.15 0.96 5.59
Pakistan 0.32 0.05 0.27 0.64
Panama 0.57 0.01 0.56 1.57
Peru 0.13 0.04 0.09 2.03
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Financial
development,
1980}1990
Stock market
cap. to GDP,
1980}1990
Credit claims to
GDP, 1980}1990
Per capita
GDP, 1960
($000)
Country
[FD
c"ln(1#.)]
[S„K/GDP
c"ln(1#.)]
[CRED/GDP
c"ln(1#.)]
[GDP
c"ln(.)]
Philippines 0.40 0.09 0.31 1.13
Portugal 0.82 0.06 0.76 1.86
Singapore 2.26 1.23 1.03 1.63
Spain 0.90 0.14 0.76 3.13
Sri Lanka 0.31 0.09 0.24 1.25
Swaziland 0.20 0.00 0.20 1.24
Sweden 1.43 0.29 1.14 7.57
Tanzania 0.07 0.00 0.07 0.32
Trinidad & Tobago 0.58 0.12 0.46 5.62
Tunisia 0.97 0.05 0.92 1.10
Turkey 0.26 0.07 0.19 1.62
United Kingdom 1.36 0.66 0.70 6.81
United States 1.44 0.56 0.88 9.91
Uruguay 0.41 0.00 0.41 3.96
Venezuela 0.49 0.08 0.41 6.31
Zambia 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.95
Zimbabwe 0.53 0.23 0.30 1.00
Mean 0.71 0.19 0.52 2.94
SD 0.52 0.27 0.34 2.44
Mean [ln(1#.)] 0.49 0.15 0.40 Not used
SD [ln(1#(.)] 0.28 0.19 0.21 Not used
Mean [ln(.)] Not used Not used Not used 0.71
SD [ln(.)] Not used Not used Not used 0.90
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